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Abstract. While drawing a link between the papers contained in this issue and those present
in a previous one (Vol. 2, Issue 3), this introductory article aims at putting in evidence
some trends and challenges on cancer modelling, especially related to the development of
multiphase and multiscale models.
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1.

Introduction

Comparing the recent literature with that developed ten years ago, it can be realized that
not only has the attention of the research community toward cancer modelling increased
considerably (the number of papers per year published on the subject increased four times),
but also the type of models developed have significantly evolved.
In our opinion, this is due on one hand to the introduction of new types of modelling
frameworks, e.g., multiphase models operating at the tissue scale and several types of Individual Cell-Based Models (IBMs) operating at the cellular scale, and on the other hand
to the increased attention paid to the genomical and proteomical aspects related to tumour
growth.
One of the trends appearing in the literature, which characterizes the present and the
previous special issue of this journal (Vol. 2, Issue 3), is the necessity to take into account
phenomena occurring at different spatial and/or temporal scales. This means, for instance,
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trying to insert in IBMs or in continuous models the details of the molecular mechanisms
which take place within the cell and govern cell motion, duplication, death.
The aim of this article is then to outline such trends. Without claiming to be exhaustive
(to achieve this we refer the reader to [9, 16, 60]), the following sections will briefly review
multiphase, nested, and hybrid models, though the distinction among them is not so well
defined.

2.

Multiphase models

Multiphase models were mainly developed under the simple observation that tumours are
made of several constituents. This change of viewpoint allowed not only to describe the
density variation within the tumour and the host tissue, but also to evaluate the evolution
of stresses and of the interstitial pressure, and to link the mechanics of tumours to their
behaviour and growth.
After the first bi-phasic models, the trend now is to develop multiphase models considering that tumours, like many other tissues, are made of at least three constituents,
i.e., cells, extracellular matrix, and extracellular liquid. An example of these models is
[13], which focusses on the growth of tumour cords along capillaries. Other examples are
[10, 11, 12, 19, 22, 31, 47]. Recently, Lowengrub and coworkers [26, 62] developed a model in
which an adhesion energy is introduced to describe the adhesion properties of cellular populations. Still working in a multiphase framework, the final model consists of a fourth-order
nonlinear advection-reaction-diffusion equation of Cahn-Hilliard type, characterized by the
regularisation of an adhesion term that could otherwise lead to an ill-posed problem.
The effect of mechanical and environmental cues on the behaviour and growth of tumours
and tissues is currently widely studied. Chaplain et al. [22] developed a model accounting for
contact inhibition of growth, and showed how a misperception of the compression state of the
tissue can generate by itself a clonal advantage on the surrounding cells, leading ultimately
to the replacement and the invasion of the healthy tissue by the tumour. Also [33, 38, 48]
looked at this problem, using individual cell-based models. As we will see in Section 5, this
led to a useful comparison between the two modelling approaches.
Another aspect that is attracting more and more attention is a proper description of
the mechanical characteristics of tumours. Indeed, most papers tend to treat tumours as
liquids, which is of course a simplification. In some cases, it is important to confer a solid-like
behaviour to the ensemble of tumour cells. Some non trivial theoretical difficulties arise in
doing that. In fact, cells duplicate and die, the tumour grows, the extracellular matrix (ECM)
and the external environment are continuously remodelled, and tumour cells deform and
undergo an internal re-organisation even in absence of growth, which might also be related
to the detachment of metastases. In order to account for these phenomena, it is necessary
to revisit some of the classical and confortable concepts of continuum mechanics, such as
the meaning of reference configuration and of deformation. Indeed, unlike inert matter, in
principle it is not clear which reference should be used to measure deformation s of a growing
living tissue, because the material is continuously changing. This problem was tackled in
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[2, 3] by applying the concept of evolving natural configurations, which consists in splitting the
evolution in growth and elastic deformation. Subsequently, this approach was generalised
in [5] to the multiphase framework, accounting also for the internal re-organisation and
the deformation of the ECM. In this case, the natural configuration evolves because of
two different contributions: growth and cell re-organisation, the latter being related to the
experimental observation that adhesion bonds between cells have a finite strength and might
break and build up during the evolution. Hence, the macroscopic model uses information
from the microscopic scale, a procedure that will be discussed in the following section.

3.

Nested Models

It is clear that tumour growth and invasion depend on the behaviour of the single cells and
on the interactions they have with the environment. The latter depend in turn on several
chemical cues, e.g., genetic information, gene expression, activation of particular signalling
pathways. Consequently, even if one is interested only in describing a biological phenomenon
from the macroscopic point of view, it becomes natural and fundamental to include into the
models at the tissue or cellular scale also the processes occurring at the sub-cellular scale,
e.g., the activation of specific protein cascades.
For this reason, some models developed to describe the growth of tumour masses are
nowadays paying more and more attention to the chemical phenomena inside the cell, nesting in the macroscopic (or mesoscopic) representation one or more modules accounting for
processes at the microscopic scale. Thanks to the most recent discoveries in the field of
genomics, proteomics, and system biology, these descriptions are expanding considerably,
and, in our opinion, their use will increase considerably.
In this respect, models at the cellular scale, such as IBMs, seem more flexible and suited
to include sub-cellular mechanisms. We refer the reader, for instance, to [49, 50], where the
detailed dynamics of E-cadherin/β-catenin interactions is incorporated to obtain a deeper
description of cell-cell adhesion, or, in this issue, to [18] that focusses on the MAP-kinase
regulatory network and, in particular, on the interplay between Ras and Fas determining selfrenewal and differentiation of erythroid progenitors. Alarcon and coworkers [1, 45] include
in their cellular automata for vascularised tumours some aspects related to the VEGF and
the p53 patways, in addition to the proteins governing the cell cycle.
A wonderful overview of these methodology is given in [7, 8]. In particular, [8] summarises
the characteristics of what in [35, 36] it is called evolutionary hybrid cellular automata model
(and we prefer here to classify as nested model). In this approach, the evolution of each
single cell is accompanied by a micro-environment response network. The latter is modelled
using a feed-forward artificial neural network, that determines the behaviour of the cells
from the input obtained by the environmental variables through the internal genotype and
phenotype.
The same paper also discusses the model developed by Rejniak and coworkers [51, 52, 53],
who used an immerse boundary method to model each single tumour cell. This model also
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includes discrete adhesion forces exerted on the cell membrane, as well as contractile forces
used to describe cell mitosis.
In a spirit similar to [35, 36], Jiang et al. [39] used a cellular Potts model to describe the
growth of an avascular multicellular spheroid, where the behaviour of each single tumour
cell is determined by a Boolean network which regulates the expression of some key proteins
controlling the cell cycle.
In both approaches, the evolution of nutrients is treated by means of a reaction-diffusion
equation. For this reason, the model has some hybrid characteristics (see the next section).
In some structured population models of cancer, which is the main topic of this issue, the
evolution along the cell cycle is related to the activation of specific signalling pathways, or to
the internal molecular content, e.g., DNA (see also, in this issue, the paper by Friedman [32]
and the review by Clarimbault [25], where more references can be found). In particular, in
[27] the transitions through the restriction point is related to the presence of specific control
proteins, e.g., cyclin/CDK complexes. In the same framework, some papers [54, 55] describe
the efficacy of several chemotherapeutic drugs.
When using continuous models, the conceptual jump is bigger, because the parameters
appearing in the partial differential equations (PDEs) need to be related more closely to
the sub-cellular mechanisms. For instance, regarding the growth terms, in [22] the activation of mechano-transduction pathways and its relation with the phenomenon of contact
inhibition of growth is taken into account, and in [12, 13, 17, 61] a detailed description of
the metabolism, both aerobic and anaerobic, is given. Regarding instead the mechanical
behaviour of tumour spheroids, [5, 46, 47] try to relate the parameters in the constitutive
model of the tumour mass to the measurements performed at the cellular scale. Specifically,
they focus on the strength of integrin-mediated adhesion bonds connecting the cell to the
ECM, and on that of cadherin-mediated bonds acting among the cells. However, the link between macroscopic and microscopic scales obtained in this way is often more qualitative than
quantitative. One should probably use deeper mathematical methods, such as homogenisation techniques or other fluid-dynamic and diffusion limits to get more formal and consistent
results (see, for instance, [23, 24, 37, 41, 56, 57], that however sometimes deal with different
biological applications).

4.

Hybrid Models

First of all, it need be stressed that in the literature there are two types of models generally
called hybrid. The most common one, and historically the first, uses a discrete approach
(e.g., discretization of PDEs, cellular automata, IBMs) for some constituents and a continuous approach for other constituents (e.g., diffusion equations or more general partial
differential equations). Typically, cells are described using spatially discrete variables, while
molecules and ECM are described using spatially continuous variables. Recently, a second
type of models have been introduced, in which some particular constituents (usually the
cells) are described by means of either discrete variables in a time-dependent portion of the
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spatial domain or continuous variables in the rest of the domain. These models, that we call
interfacing hybrid models, will be briefly discussed in the next section.
Standard examples of hybrid models are some IBMs in which the diffusion of nutrients
through the boundary of a multicellular spheroid is related to the duplication/death of cells
(see, for instance, [29, 30]).
A brief review of different hybrid models stemming from the seminal work by Anderson
and Chaplain [6] can be found in [7, 8] (where the reader can also find most of the references
by the research group on the topic). There, the equation for the evolution of the tip cells of
the capillaries is discretized, giving rise to what is called a hybrid discrete-continuous model,
that allows to describe the structure of the capillary network in a very efficient way. The
evolution of this equation depends on the diffusion and uptake of several chemical factors
promoting angiogenesis and migration.
The model was then enhanced to include on the one hand the remodelling of the network
and the transport of chemotherapeutic drugs [43, 44, 58], and on the other hand the coupling
with a growing tumour, the remodelling of the ECM, and the production of matrix degrading
enzymes [42, 63]. In this last case, the tumour mass is assumed to have a constant density
and its expansion is governed by a potential flow giving rise to a Darcy’s-like closure [4].
The ECM is rigid and remodelling, whereas matrix degrading enzymes, tumour angiogenic
factors, and nutrients diffuse.
Still dealing with angiogenesis, in [14] a cellular Potts model is instead used to describe
the cells composing the capillaries. The evolution of chemical factors is again linked to proper
reaction-diffusion equations.

5.

Interfacing (Hybrid) Models

As it might be easily guessed, there is not a single way to approach the same biological
phenomenon and, in some cases, the same biological problem can be studied using different
models. Of course, each approach has its advantages and disadvantages. For instance, PDE
models are more suited and computationally cheaper to describe the behaviour of tissues
from the macroscopic point of view, but, as discussed above, it is more difficult to account
for sub-cellular mechanisms such as signal transduction, expression or internalisation of
receptors, and so on. Conversely, IBMs can focus more closely on the cellular level, but they
might become computationally expensive when using a large number of cells, and inefficient
in providing a general outlook on the system as a whole.
Luckily, it is often not necessary to keep the same level of detail throughout the tissue.
The idea behind what we call interfacing hybrid models is to use the modelling tools like
a microscope, focussing on the cellular or sub-cellular level where and when needed and
blurring when such a detailed description is not needed. In [40, 59] the spatial domain
is partitioned in few time-dependent domains, and in each piece of this moving puzzle a
different modelling framework is used, e.g. IBM and continuous models, so that it is possible
to take advantage of the positive aspects of both frameworks.
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The first step in this process is to compare, for the same biological phenomenon, the
results obtained via different models. This was done, for instance, for the growth of avascular
colonies in [20, 34] where an IBM and a multiphase model were used. This way, it is possible
to support the upscaling process and get an idea of the relationship between those parameters
that cannot be easily linked.
The next step would be to get the mechanical behaviour of non-growing IBM tissues from
standard virtual mechanical tests, e.g., stress relaxation, creep and indentation tests, steady
shear, and cyclic loading and deformations. In our opinion, this might be done by building
in silico experiments, like those performed in rheology, for instance using cone-and-plate
rheometers. Ensembles of cells with some given microscopic characteristics (e.g., cell-cell
adhesion or cell compressibility) could then be put in these virtual experiments and tested.
One could get as output the macroscopic parameters to be used in the constitutive equation of
the multiphase model, that hopefully guarantee the preservation of the mechanical properties
when switching back and forth from IBMs to macroscopic models.
All this must be supported by suitable mathematical procedures that allow models to
cross-talk. Besides classical limits linking kinetic to fluid-dynamic models [41, 15, 21] and the
homogenisation methods mentioned above, Drasdo [28] introduced a coarse-graining method
that provides a link between different scales (IBMs and continuous models) and biophysical
processes.
We expect big developments in this field, considering that other research directions deserve to be investigated. For instance, one could exploit the experience accumulated in numerical analysis on ovelapping domain decomposition methods to build overlapping hybrid
models, based on the construction of a patchwork of non necessarily disjoint subdomains.
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